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ABSTRACT

This study asked if there existed a significant'difference
_/'

in the. learning acquired about the proper useof'general

boqk and newspaper indexes betweeni thOse participating in the.

'lecture method of teaching as opposed to those participating in

the ,self-7.study approach. 'Two introductory library scienceclasses

were randomly divided into two groups; each1group was further

a
4stratified accordingAto sex and class status in college. A self-

study guide was formulated for the self -study group; a post-test
SI 4/

was administered to ,both groups. twelve dqs/after formal instruc-
,, .

tion began. The post- test'grades were measured by a statistical

A

analysis of variance test;'the results bore out the null hypothesis

that no no difference'existed between qe two groups on any level.

.

The author concluded that thelect re end the self-study could be
1

interchangeable for teaching the se, oT the indexes. , There were

however, some internal weaknesseS an9NliMitations td this 'study..

.v

9
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PREFACE

With the enormity of present day publication it is

becoming increasingly difficult to, keep.abrenst of'currently

',published material, even in limited fields. The inescapable,

conclusion.is that a person Must effectively learn how to find

his way through the jungle of printed material. Hence, in teach-
,

ing the7Use of periodical, bbok, and newspaper indexes the teacher
,

must use. whatever method will work. The purpose of this study

was to, compare the results of two teaching methods, a traditional

lecture approach and a ,Self-std&Y, guide. I wish to extend 'my

appreciation to the /School of Library and Information Sciences

for giving the opportunity of teaching Library Science III.

And, as always, I am grateTul'to my wife dayne, for her support

and helpful snggbstionsi

1'N
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Chapter

.

IIVT1ZODUCTION

A

In past years, research in education has followed'an

erratic Course Of action._ It has focused on one-aspect ',Of

education and then on another; consistency has-been ,hara to ,

/

. come by. Consequently, educatos have heaped'their praise upon /

whatever happened to be the hccepted teaching method, only to see

one vogue give wdy to another. ,In so doing professional educators

became so concerned with the.means of education that in some cases

these means beCaMe endS' in themselves. .Coaider, for example, the.

behavioral objective. educational idea was first designed

to enhance4teaching-WAtivenesS by concentrating on the end,

the finale student behlvibr; in some cases, hoWver, the ,flood idea

devolved into an end ln itself. Again, witness the preoccupation

some teachers have had with theoNconcept. f role-playing.' Or

'consider the notion of small group participation as opposed to a

lecture. At one time or another each of these teaching method

c, has served as the center prevailing educational opinion.

The tenor ot the foregoing is not to be critical of'' any of

these. teaching methods. For these methods are the mean;
/
iihereby

students.are educated. As such, one cannot criticize tHe effective-
-7

tress f.specific methods in certain situations. It iS/only'when

the methods replace the students as the focus of attention that

trouble, begins.

1
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The purpose of thig study was to consider twa teaching

methods; bOt'it in no way began with the ireconeption that one

methedwas nece,ssarily.bettelthantheother. The true teacher, ,

one who deems himself worthy of the professiOn, must be. the master
ez,

of any. techni4ue which will enhanCe hislbaching effectiVeness.
o

'"The means by which we bach need to be as varied as the means by

which anyone teaches . . . we should-look for the best methods \

for our peculiar circumStances."
I

'In education the concern is with learning and, therefore,

with. the teaching process:. 'Hence, the circumstances peculiar to'

library instruction are those of educating. the Library student ins

the use of library reference toolsn whether these be the card
, .

catalog, header's G4ide to Periodiccil Literature, or the Oxford
?

EngliSs Dictionary. If.the.student;is to learn' to Ose,these tool

. .

he must e instructed so he internalizes what he, is taught on a,

cognitive and an affective level. Too many students are." . .

totally unaware of the wealth of materials which could be of use

to them."
2

This particular studj, did not commence with the presuppo-

sition that either of these methods was better than the other. It

was only a comparison of two of the many teaching methods which

could, ie used in connection with a narrOw, specified subject field.

1Charles Crossley, "Education in Literature and Library
Use," 71 (May, ,1970), 345.

2Vera V. Melum, "Liblry- Orientation in the COlege and
Unrversity,".Wilson Library Bulletin, 46 (September, 1971), 59.
,Atethe time of.thiS writing Vera V..?lelum was =a librarian in the
Division Of Undergraduate Services of the University Libraries,
Northern Illinois University. r*
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" ..'we.presently know of no ,one :method of instruction which

is best for all situations, 'or all students, or a/i subject matter,
4

-ior all instructors."
1
---jt is .doubtful that, even in 1975,

3

'educaiibnal methOdology has Progressed to the point of Claiming

-the overall superiority of One technique over another.
II 4

.

gvr6ITILAWmat

'iris study dealt with the-effect of two types of,teaching

methods upon achieVeMent in the use of periodical, book, and news-

paper indexes. The qu stion to be answered in this research -study

was Is there a t4nifidant differenCe in the'learning acqUired

about the-proper use of' general periodical, book, and newspaper

indexes between those participating in the lecture method of teach-

ing,as opposed to those participating in the self-study method?- .

During the Winter Semester of ,1975, the members of two Lihrary.

Science 111 -classes, "How to Use the B. Y.-U. Library," (hereinafter

L. I. S.'-,111) were used as participants in the study, The members'

°.t

of the classes were taught the use ofthe typet of indexes men

-
tioned; no effort.'was made to teach the use of periodical abstracts.

.One- ..further delimitation is 'that the population consisted only of

-, day undergraduate students; the night class .was excluded,

General Procedures

The general procedures employed were. as follows:

I

1. The science classes were randomly' divided into

I r

Claude E. Buxton, College Teachin : A Psychologist's

View (New York:. 'Harcourt,ilrace & Co. 1956 p. 363 .At the
1

-time of thit writing Buxton was of 'ale University.

10



tw" 91 group4i each 'group was stratified xcorc ing to sex and class.

tO
.' re(du mce the ontaination and lend validity to thq study.

. .. )f
$

i

/i`
2. Thee use 'of the indexeS was

....
.

/and the self-stUdy method,

S .

ght by the leeture method

. ....

.,3. The self-study guide was de igned.to ..build upon the
°: i

,...
, .. \

prototype .of Leader's Guide ler4di al Literature:
. . \ , I ,

II

.. 4. The serfStudy
1

guide ryas, pretested.to eliminate any
_

., . i I

./.4. r

ambiguities, inconsistencies, or ot, c -er defets.
1/4 1

. \

' 5. A post,-,test was admini .te,red sirmilaneously to lopotti

grqUps immediately, after the p riled allowed -for learning- t e use

of the indexes.

6. The data from the,/ test were analyzed in terms of the

' slabpopu14tions of sex and glass; an Anovar .F-Test was used to. J. .

determine .they:: of variance PetWeen the mean scOres of

the vast-test. 1

Hypothesis
./

The null 'hypothesis of this study was that no 4difl'er:ence
"p-

0

'existed iri the earning acquired about the use of periodical,
e,book, and ,,n6spaper indexes between the lecture' group and the

self -study group.

1See Chapter 3 for a detailed outline of methodology.
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tive, a review of the pertinent literatbre was elPful. The'revieW

0

,clarified,fb'e.problem and prpvided a
a

-:, -

of the. purpose' of this study. EVen thOugh,yarious teaching methods:,

, .;

o 1.1

were advocated for tile field of education as a whole,°a rel4iVely
A,

,t.

.

small amount of time has been devoted to meaningful.studies in
d

Chapter 2,

14,1!A&IOtaitl 4EviEw:

To putothe problem of teaching effectiven)ss.into perSnec-

more definitive comprehenSicm

library instruction. Indeed, the literatUre revealed no'research
., , .

.

.

in the teaching. of, specific topic such as theniatter,with which

'...

this study wasdonerned.

,In this brief "review.the various sources we're grouped, in

four topics.accord'ing to the. parts of the study. to which'hey

pertained. ,
First, the lecture method of teaching with its advan-

i

tages andadisadvan ,restawas pertinent to"this0

instruction provided another route tojollow with its weaknesses

and strengths. Third, the validity of non - experimental studies

of this type was mentioned in the literature.
.

,-- .

library literature revealed the existence (4Nlarge gaps that

needed to be,developed in library instruction theory and experiment.
,-,'

It has been said that a lecture is the. means whereby the
.

Finally,' the

contents of the lecture'rs notes are transferred to the notebooks

of the student's without passing through the.minds of either. This

t.'
.

.

last statement exemplified the attitude educators have held in:
.

\ C
.

5
.

..'



nppraising the advan ,ages at dior diS9dvantages of the lecture

/.

method of teaciring.' Yet, the 'question in point remained: What

weruthe adyaptages of the lecture system education?

in his article, D. H. Rgvill listed f =ive advaitages of the

letturo' method. -First,, he maintained that kali adept teacher could

communicate entfiusiasm to his students via,this,mode of teaching.

with enthusiasm a teacher could lead his students down the path
.

: s

of a proper education. Second, a lecture could have an oi'ganizing
0

,

or Tegrating function to perform in the context of course content.

Thi#d, one couldapt a lecture to_any Size of a
1audience-

.
lecture could actually be independent of the size. of the claSS;7-

.
--t..),

e
, .

ot .

Fourth, a lecture was, economical of time and effort;- it took '

A
i

,''

more time to prepare a course by another method. Finally, if
t..,'

the teacher was-willig to Spend the time, a lecture could be

made utterly free from irrelevance.
1

. .

--, ./

\
in certain circumstances, an e nbe not feel ashamed .to.. do so,

because it can be the most effective and, certainly the mosti.
economical'means of presentation."2

"We must use the leCtpre,

The previous advantages, however, had to be co

1baranced by theqlsadvantages of the lecture hpproach'to education.
- W

For it was important to.6 erstapd that each-student came to a

lecture in diff:er0t,fr, e Of ,mind than did_hi ,claSsmate: -

.

'D, H. 'Revill, 7eaCing Mettiods in the Library: .A Survey

Fre. the Educatib-na Viewooint " Libr&ry World,' 71 (February, 1970),

enter acollegeor university with different

.2;414
`

r-

2Crossley, p: 340
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backgrounds, di:fie:rent interests, different priorities, different

rbilities,

--
if we ar

sensitive to their differences,"

very often, different' learning styles. We must,

too succeed inoteaching them, design,a program that is

Some teachers, however, know only how to structure a class

around the lecture. Hence, the lecture has programmed students

to receive information from a dispenser of knowledge
.2

The dis

penser of k owledge, the teacher, who used nothing except the

.

lecture approach produced nothing -tore thad a passive learner

whose:education taught him nothing-more than rote AemOrization

of lectdie notes. Learning was not pertonalized.wiih the teacher_

as a dispenser of knowledge. ,
Hence, the disadvantages of the-Iecture mode of teaching

ave promp'ted educatiOnal reseax7chers to laud the effectiveness

and sing ke praises of indivi ualized-instruction. The techno-
.--

advance ,which have be/en. made inprograMmedinstruction.'
,

have greatly impressed educators. Individualized instruction
.

,..and programmed instruction, however, are not synonymous. Pro-
,

grammedinstruction has usually been interpreted in the context
a

1
Raber M. Diamond, "Individualizing Student Leavning,"

" Current 1ssuejin Higher Education, 281.4973),.143. Xt the time
of-this writing, Diamond was on the faculty, at Syracuse University.
Theodore S. .Fremont, Xdsistant Professor at Wichita State -Univer-
sity, also made a study on student differences,- See Theodore S.

N. Fremoqt."Teaching!and Student Differences," Improving College
and Universit -Teachin 12 (Winter,. 1974), 28.

2Fred Winston, "Individualized Instruction," instructor,
83 Decembe6 1973), 81. At the time of this writing Winston
was 1. dia Specialist, District 6, Board of Education, New York.,

14
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of computers and teaching machines; individualized instruction

8

.

includes all't\3pes of.personalized education and is therefore much '

broader in its scope. The self-guided exercise with which this
t

.

-

.

.

study was concerned was a type of,individualized instructi. on.

In short, library instruction hag been superficial;

and unfocused-as to classroom needs. :These-Were the reasons

Leslie Woelflin, of the College of Education at, the University '
.__ "

,
..._ I; ,,

of Oklahoma cited-A-S justification for individualizediuStruction
_.--. .

.

in library instruction.
1

1

Again, in his, article library instruc-

a)tion, .Revill also indicate some advantages of individualized

instruction: I) the student learned at his own pace; 2) this

type of instruction usually provided for instant:feedAckv 3)

teachers had.a record of ex-romance to which they could refer; 4)

a person's errors and successes were tinkown to the rest of the

.class; 5) the student. avoided any interpersonal .relatibnship with

the lecturer.2.

But the results of many individualizedinstructdon programs
- -

)

belied'the theory behind them. The advantages listed above have

rarely been found in.full in any personalized approach to education.

According to Richard W. Burns, Professor of Eduction at the

1 0

University of Texas at. El Paso, more often than not, only, the

time faci9r, the idea that the student could work at fiis own pate,

was allowed to vary. The time. factor was hardly he most important

1Lesiie.Woelfiin, "Instruction in the Undergraduate
Library-College," Learning'Today, 5 (Winter, 1972), 40....

. 2
Revill,:p.. 217.



feature of individualized instruction in Burns' opinion.;

In a INTFITIt7 argument exiSted'in the literature'as to-

the-advantages and disadvantages of the lecture method and the

self-study manner of teaching. The view of the teachink profeSsion.\

was unclear as to which might be 'better. Some saw the teacher

asa "dispenser df,,knowledge";. others perceived him, as. a "manager

of learning."
2 Why could he not be both?

Proceeding to ao,,discussion Of the validity of such

.tional research,-.-the library literature revealed nothing concerning

any di tinction'in learning abilities between any type of grolp;

educational and psychological cOntributions,were those studies,

upon which the auth Sr relied. Wadimir Pishkin and Diane J.

Willis, of the V . ."HOspital, University of Oklahoma College of-

\

Medicine, for example,:found:no signifidant differences between

boys and girls in their study of the learning abilities of-inder7

"privileged children.
3 But these were children. Fremont t d -

.. /
hissome differences between male and female adult students

Study. Furthermore, educators have generally assumed that

adult female students performed better than adult male students

in the use of a self-study guide. Although this was only an

1.Richard W. Burns, "Learning Awareness of-StiCcess With

'Learning Packages,".,Educational Technology, 1-3 (August, 1973),.

31:

2cMinston, p.
:

.

3Vladimir Pishkin and Diane J. Willis, "Age, Sex, at I

Socioeconomic .Factor-in Concept identification," Psycholog in

the -chools, 11 (January,, °1974),

4
Frewont p. 28.

11i
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J,.

assumption, at least one study bore it out..

Margaret Taylor{, lecturer in the Graduate School of Library

Studies at the .UnivergiktY of Hawaii, performed'anexperiment in

1972 Which`was related thisthis study.. As lectul-er, she devised
.

,

.

. . .

-Propiainmed study gui4 to enable her to teach the basic graduate
/ , :',

/
10

4. .

rel erence class in library school.' She gave one .class the pro-7

grammed guide and another class was taught the same material i)m'

adifferent teacher in the traditional lecture approach. 4.Her

results indicated that the class which usedQthe self;-study guide
.

fared as well as r etter than the other claSs.
2

She neglect'ed,

however, to make any stratifications of spb-populatiOns; she
o

simply compared ope class to the other.
s. I

Many such-studies.haye been criticized, in light Qf the

Hawthorne effect. Simply,stated, this referred to. the possibility

40- s

that phe(SUcceSs of a new methodotteaching, especially which

requifed the individual initiative of the student,'wastie _to the

/ / 3 -'

,

This noelty:effect,'Was definitelynovelty of the situation.

_.

- ..
- a blem be considered; it is doubtfu . however, if the author's

..-
N / .4 :-i

--;-----7
.

.

Stu y ,eq d be criticized light Of the Hawthorne effect. Thei Ht .

tO dePt of using a,self-study guide was carefully explained; as

i :
, .

,

mu h/ time as possible was given to both groupS to digest the Material

/
.

, 1Statement by ,Howard C. Nielson, statistician, in a personal

interview, Provo.. Utah, March 13, 1975. lie indicated that a depart,-

.
mental study had been completed concerning the feasibility of a-

self-Study approach to the Statistics' 221 clasS Brigham .Young

University,. Females performed.better than males.

2Margaret Taylor,' "Self-S udy Ap roach to 'Heference Sources,"

Journal of OducatiOn for"Libraria hip, (Spring, 1972),.240-246.:

3Fred Pb Barnes, kesearch for the Practitioner in Education,

(Washingten B. C.: National Education Association, 1964),(p. 62...

a
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and ti 'groups were selected according to the proportional alloca-
0

tional method.
1 The literature revealed .that sampling was the

key tk avoid contamination. ,----' ,

\Moreover, Steven Linder and C
r
ol Whitehursf perforMed an

d/4P 0-

experiment.the results of which 'd not ".: . . support the hypo-

1

theSis that the favorable stud n
/t'

tt udes engendered toward

personalizeiLinstruction can
,

.)e, explained as a novelty effect.e'
2.

.

The weight of their study lent some, credence to the-author's study..

As a final point in this literature review, it was diffiCult

to not miss the large gap left to be filled in the area of library

instruction, Consider, for instance, Allan Mirwis' ten year

bibliography on the topic 'of academic library instruction. Most

of the bOoks and articles in this bibliography- referred .either to

library education for graduate. students in library school, or to'

a librarian's sudden discovery that his library needed better

library!instruCtion or0,he undergraduate level. Very few of

-these sources, were concrete empirical studies' on specific.problem

inJibra'ry instruction:3 This is not to say that statistics could-

.

1William Wiersma, Research. Methocis in Education,

delphie: J. B. Lippincottf 1969), pp, 263-264,

student at Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana.

(Phila.-

))

2ASteven Linder and Carol' WhitehurSt, "Is There a Nove.Ity

'ffect on Student Attitude's Toward PersonalizedInstructionT;"
eJournal of Experimental Education, 42 (Fall, 1973), 44.-

At\the time of'this'writing Linderand Whitehurst were associated

with the Dept. of Psychology, C.W. Post College, Long* Island Uni-

versity,:Gi4eenvale, New ,York.

3Al an Mirwis, "Academic Library-Instruction: A Biblio-
.

graphy 1960-1970," Drexel Library Quarterly; 7 (July and October,

1971), 3 7-335, At the time of this writing Mirwis was a Doctoral

18



be the savior of librJary instruction; far from it. But the \

literature exhibited librarians t

educational resea\rch.

be amateurs with statistical't

Library instruction is' important; but the librarian

does not know to the'responsiblilty belongs to teach the

use of the library. "If t is not the librarian's responsibilital

12.

r-.
our knowledgelitilicS in the originaitl of the problem makes-

us,, guilty of negi4genceif we make. no effort 'to .insistupon'a
,

i /- -

solution."1 The -author hoped this study made an honest effort
. .

to improve the means by which' to effectively teach; the use of

general periodical, ook,' and newspaper' indexes.

1.Millicent c; Palmer, "Academic Library Instruction:.

Problems'' and Principles," TOnessee Libratrian, 25 (Winterl' 1975)',

'17.



Chapter .3

DATA COLLECTION

Approach to the. Problem

ft

The basic skills necessary for a masterof periodical ,

book, and newspaper indeXes. were.skills which did snot command a

certain teaching method. These akills, however, have been tradi-

tionally taught by the lecture method. But the puwose of this

study was Ito ascertain the differences of learning acquired

etween the teaching of these indexes by the lecture method and

e self. -study method. Thus, the approach. to the problem' was to

sign a self study guide, Provide fern post-test, and statistifi-

ca ly divide the two L. classes into two broad groups;

'each group was further stratified into two' other sub-populations by

sex and by class.

Pre a ation of the lnstrume ;

first

The instrument in this study consisted, f two parts. The

part was.compOsed of the'self-study guide; the second part

was the post-tegt. The self-study guide was formulated with the

.idea that the students would personallrtinteract.with each of the

indexes. It was further. Xashioned to teach the student not only

how to use the specific index but co thereby -learn what he could

expect from any index of that particular type.

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature served as.the

13
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prototype, the example from which to teach the other periodicals

book;'' and newspaper indexes.

lished by B. W. Wilson Company; the format of each index was

Inasmuch as most indexes.wei.o pub

similar; Reader Guide to:Periodical Literature was the,indx

With.which most of the students 4ere.familiar. The author therefore .

decided.to use it as the major, example from which to proceed tQ -a

further investigation of the other more scholarly indexes,
1

To prepare the self study guide, each question was-preai-
.

cated upon the: student hailing mastered the previous question. Such

to

4=.4

a mastery, however, was built into the study guide itself by use of'.

the technique of repetition. The answers to the questions were,

implicit to thp study guide and were re-emphasized throughout.

The self-study guide was pre-tested by use of several fellow

graduate students in. the School of Library and Information Sciences

at Brigham Young Unixersity; they consented to read it and criti-

,

cize it. Jayne DUVall, the author's wife, having. had no nrevious

experience with the periodical, book, and newspaper indexes,

performed the servieeof a pre-testas she folloWed the study

guide step by step. From these two typesofcpre-testing the

';,..I self -study guide was freed from as many ambiguities as possible..

The second part<of the preparation of the instrument

involved the preparation of the, post-test. The School-of,Library

and Information Sciences allowed the author to review seVralAtypeS

of tests which had been used in previous L. I. S. 111 claSses to
A.7

.

test 'students on their knowledge of periodical., 'hook, and newspaper

e Appendix A..



index0. After careful perusal of these sample tests and after-

thoughtras to the directiOn of the lecture and the self- study

guide., three types of questions Were incorporated into the post-
\

test.) First 'the post-test included questions designed to examine

the student's, comprehension of'the'types of activities he could

expect from any'veriodicali-book, or newspaper index.

questions which tr,i.ed the student's understanding of the index

format were included. Finally, there were questions in the post-
.

test which asked the stude'nf to match an, index.-with a'specific.

Collection ±echniques

Population and Sampling/ The students of two separate

-
,

s

i

section,of L. I. S..111 classes participated in the study.' Sectidm
i

one met on Mondays and Wednesdays from'12:00 to 1:00 P. Section
0

two met on Tuesdays and ThursdaY,s from 800 to 9:00 A. M: There

were twenty-two students who 'registered and 'attended the Tirst

section; Amenty-six students registered and attended the second

section. Inasmiich as the author could pot i.nfluenee the'registra-

tion process, the only randomness that occu"rred with the entire

population occ'urre'd with each student's selection of L, I. S. 111.

The population wes not a random sample of the students'at Brigham

Young University.

The populatiOn, ihen consisted of forty-eight students.

The names sex, and class status :in college,wre takin to the

See Appendix B,

Piorr,a0
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Department of Statistics at Brigham Young UniverSity. Howard

.Nielsonf statistician,' randOmly selected twenty-fourstUdents
e.

to participate in the ;elf-studygroup and twenty-four students

to participate in the,ldcture method of instruction. The'pop-

alation was not' homogeneous. Nielson, therefore, used a;Stratified

.
sampling teChnique in the process of his randomassignments, to

stratify the two. groups into the sub-populations of sex and class

status in college. The.exact Stratified sampling technique used

.

was the proportional ,allocation method. This technique gave ,a:;

proportionate number; of males and females in each group; it also

contributecl. proportionate number of freshmen, sophomores, juniors,

and seniors in each group.

The purpose of stratification was to avoid contamination

and to-make the resultS more meaningful in terms of analysis.

The contamination the authOr avoided with the stratified technique

was to overcome the difference in the meeting tunes of'the.two

classes by selecting a proportionate number 6f each'level from

each class to participate'in4the self-study and lecture.Method of

insfruction The results were made more meaningful in that anal

ysis was made on several levels instead of. simply, two, lecture vs.

self-study.

PoS,tTest. The post-test was'Adminsteredtwelve days

after the day on which the self -study guide was $Tesented and the

lecture began. This study wasnon-experimental .it6 nature;

0

that is, neither the lecture` participants nor the self-study
.

group could be said to:be a'copti-01 group. Nevertheless, this

23
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non-experimental design patterned itself after'the illostTest

Only Control Group Design
1

No pre-test was given to either

group; for this situation it- was not desirable nor applicable.

.

With the post-test only, approach -the results appeared to be

.very high in'internal validity; the random assignment of students
.

to the self-study group and the lecture group ruled out selection

bias.

o

Analysis, of Post-Test Returns

Upon completioh of the lecture material and the Self-,

study guide covering periodical, book, and newspaper indexes,

the results of the forty - five., question post-test were subjected

to "a compyter.program'Anovar.F-Test, This analysis of variance

took the. scores of each sub-population nd measured the variance

of mean scores* at an .05 level of sign ficanCe.
2

1Wiersma, pp. 228-230.

2
See Table 1 for the.Analysis of Variance1Table. See

-Table 2 for a categbrization of the estimated mean Scores for
each sub-population.
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Chapter

'ANALYSIS OF DATA

The null hypothesis of this, study was that noel differesIce

existed in the learning acquired about the-use periodical,

book, and newspaper indexes.between the two groups for any source.

The results of. the_ Anovar F-4Test,indicated that the-null hypothesis

was accepted. At an .05,1eVel signif.ica'nce the F-ratio had'to

be equal to or greater than 4.134 to.to be of any significance. Table

1 shows that there was no degree \of significance'for any source.

To further explain the tabl/e on page It,...--when the full

0 model was run one Cell. was missing,. The--massing cell allowld

only twa degrees of freedom for the three way interaction of

sex class , method., Hence .a test was run on the three way

interaction of sex'- cass - method to determine, any'degree-of

'5..1629
significance. The test was F The ,tesuit Was .294 or

=1(57--726

less than 4.134. Therefore, no-..degree of Significance existed.

Since the three way interaction was.non,significant it was pooled

with error. Table 1 resulted where each term was ordered last in

the modelto adjust for all-of the others. It was necessary to

order each term last because an imbalanc'e in the design existed.

This Labalance.was created because there of necessity had to be

different number of-people in each cell. The samples were

proportionate but not equal.

18
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance-Table.

Sources dfa. SSb
ti

Method 1

Sex

Class

7,9138- 2.5926

1 2.5926 8.4466.

3 25.34 8.822

Sex - Class. 3 17.466. 15.756

1 15.456

1, 7.3395 7.3305'

3 33.795 11.265 .

5 360.295 16.294'

Metho

Sex - Method.
. V.

Class Method

ErrOr

aIndicated Degrges of T'reeddm

b Indicatea,Sum of Squares

.eIndicated Mean Squares

dlndicated the.significance.
greater'than 4.134

)

1.9

VI2atiO
d

.252e

.821e

.566e

1.53e

1.094e

4,.

had to be equal to or

e
Indicated the Analysis of VarAance was insignificant
at the .05 level of significance.

The analysis
e

of the data clearly' indicated that no degree
,

0

of significance eNisted among the test scores for either the self-
.

,study group or ,e leAure group on any level of stratification.

Of further interest, the table on the next page demonstrated
,

a C'at'egorization of 'estimated' mean scores; the categorization

consisted of eke ry lovel on'which th$ study was accomplished.



"Sub -population,

Table 2

Table of Estimated Means

Estimated Mean

Males :40.642

Females. 40.731

Freshmen 40.496

Sophomores 41.400

Jun!Lors 39...728

Seniors,/ 41.250.

Male- Freshmen 40.083

Male-Sophomores 42.500

Male-Juniors 38.608

Male-Seniors 41.375

Female-Freshmen 40.909

Female-Sophomores

Female - Juniors .49;849

-Female7SeniOrs

Self -Study 41.045

Lecture 40.367

Male-Self-StUdY 41.005

Male;Lecfure 40.79

Female-Self-Study .41.100

Female-Lecture '40.454

4

Freshmen-Self-Study 139.750.

FreshmenLecture 41.242

SophOmOres-Self-Stud,y, 42.301

Sophomords-Lectlire 40.500

Juniors-Self-Study 39.983

Juniors-Lecture 39.474

Seniors -Self -Study 43.250

Se Wiens- Lecture 40.250,

27
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Chapter

CONCLUBIONS RECOMMENDAT0g, AND 1Mi,LICATIONS.

Summary

Briefly stated, this study asked if there existed, a signi-,

ficant difference in the learning acquired about the proper use

,

of general periodical, book and newpaper inucxes between those

participating, in the lecture method of teaching as opposed to

those Oarticipating.in the self-4tudy Method.

classes, were randdmly divided into two grOups; each group was

further straiti d according to sex and class. A self-study

guided exercise was devised for' cult group; it.ias formulated in

the hope that this group would learn the same material as the'

lecture group. The post-Vest grades were measured by a statistical

Analysis of Variance Test; the results bore out the null hypdthesis

that no 4ifference existed between the two groups on any level.

Conclusions

The conclusions. one could draw from these results pointed

to the fact that no signifiCant differences existed between the

two broad groups of lecture and self-study. Furthermore, the

results indicated that females performed as well as males and

vice versa. Moreover, each class performed on the post-:test as

well as another._

In' past y4i-s, research in education, and especially

21
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research in learning theory, has indeed followed an erratic course

of action. Typical of this phenomenon has been the' overriding

emphasis
/

.

educators have placed on the benefits of individualized

instruction. The results of thip study bring one to the conclusion

that at leaSt in teaching the ue periodicals, book, and newspaper

/indexes the.lecture was as effective as the self-study guide.

Hence, one shoul;d not be too quick, to deride the traditional methold

of lecturing to .a elasd.

But the opposite is also true. Assuming the self-study
.

guide was accurate, assuming itwas a valid manner of learning

the use.of the indexes, there may be occasions in which, the

teacher or supervisor could make use it. If the teacher is

,unavailable, fOr instance; for whatever reason, the self-study

guide could be used as a back-up medium. On the other hand,

students lend to miss class at times. In such instances it can

be concluded that the self-study would serve as a tool for making

up loAt work. In addition, the self-study guide could be used

as the basis for a modularized system for teaching the use of

the library in which this study could serve as Gneof the modules.

Further study would .of course have to-be accomplished in'other

areas.

In all cases, the educator is,concerned with learningOie

must concern himself. with the teaching process. Revill listed

the advantages of both the lecture method and the self-study,

,approach. This study indicated that for teaching the use of the

general indeXes the advantages of one equaled the advantages of

the, other.

29



Implications and Limitations

Yet, several internal weakne ses the studY//it'gelf

. somewhat limited its value. One disad\ra was w th the pop./

ulation. There a total of forty-eight Students'
/ , g

the popu ation;
.

,

twenty-four of then; were randomly sele'teVto pa tkipate in/the
,.

self-Study.group which left twenty.-foUr for the 1 ture group.

control over the regisrat46n p odess, was

23/

But inasmuch as no

POpSiblel the author could not gene'ralize tLi4 resul s of hiS

study to the broad poptIlation ofBrigham Young tnivrsity students.
4

This was a definite limitation.

In addition, after the ors t of the\experiment, after the

beginning of instruction, the ques ion,occurred that one forty-

five question post-test might not have been an adequate judgment

of. performance. The closeness of the mean scores as indicated

by Table 2 suggested either a longer examination or perhaps two

examinations might have elicited a more definitive answerAo-

the problem.

Another queStion which occured concerning the post-test

was whether the objectives were clarified before the onset of

the experiment. The post-test was written after the self-study

guide and lectures had been prepared. It might have been more
/

beneficial .to write the // post-test first to help clarify the

i .

objective of the expeiriment.

Hence", it wag true\ \that for one particular group of forty-,i:
. /

.

eight students during twelve days of Winter Semester, 1975, at

. \
,

Brigham Young University, nO differences appeared in the learning /

acquired between-the two broid groups of selt-study and lec,Ure. i

, ! /

/

0
j

I

I.
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Moreover, for those forty -eight studentsno)significant differences
4

But this study wasexited on any level of stratification.

not probably capable of being generalized to other students in

other L. I. S. 111 classes at a future

The authgrfurther concluded that a limitation occurred

alk,he attempted to apply the quantitative method of statistical

-analysis,to.the qualitative'problem of learning. True, the

results as delineated above were statistical4., sound; but the

simple tact that they were incapable of 'generalization revealed

to-the author the .conclusion that.teaching methods involved huMan

beings; learning was thereforeHmore complex than statistical

analysis could reveal.

William MfteaChie, educational psychologist at the Univer-.

.
sity of Michigan at Ann Arbor, concluded very much the same conclu-

sions. He noted in his 1974 review of research accomplished in

instructional psychology since 1972- that P. each one of the

principles confidently enunciated by Skinner in The Science of

Learning and the Art of dleaching now turns out to..,be nntrue."1

Not that the principles are false; but It .rather the attempt

to make a really systematic effort of application has revealed

that what we psychologists took to, be verities are principles

that hold only under limited Conditions."

Hence, the problem of generalization in educational research

lies'at the heart:of the feelings of frustration the educational

Wilbert J. McKeachic, "Instructional Psychology," Annual

Review of psychology, 25 (1974),' 186.

31



researcher sometimes feels. Meaningful learning is. complex.

25

"But the; complexity, so frustrating'to those who wish to prescribe

.

.

educational melhods, a reminder of :tholfascinaping uniqueness

of the'learner."

Recommendations

This study an periodical, book4 ,:and.,.'newspaper indexes

doeis :cave lihraryingfrOtjon. On the one hand,
. .0. :

the author Concluded that the resultSPf no difference.acquired
.

in-learning:between the self -study 0oup
.

and the lecture groU0-

Were statistically sound. On the Otherhand, given the internal

weakneSses of no random sampling of the totalBrigham Young.

University population lhe resulting impossibility of generaliza-

tion, and the knowledge that statistical research does have its

Limitations, especially'where the learner is concerned, the .study'

Zdemonstra ethe necessity to guard against easy oversimplifications.

The author recommends that future instructors of

111 or. its equivalent use this study as a springboard from which

to dealve into: the complexity of library instruction. Use it to

help in the perception of new.dimensions and finer differentia'

tions in theeducatiOn process. Moreover, the author recommends

that more.Attention be given to the current research in educational

psychology. Finally, this study could be used as a starting,

point from whiCh to structure the perceptions Of the learner-and

the teacher-Student relationship. The author feels that this

interactive teacher-student relationship is the foundation Upon

1
Ibid.; p. 187:

4-.V?
crori..0
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which learning needs are met. "Inis.contact lies the real

.
satisfaction of the wh9le operation of giving uition, in the

use of libraries and of subject.literatbre.'!
1 .WAIIthis beginning.

in the limited area .of general periodical, book, and ewsPaper

indexes the author hopes that this study Will make an aCiive

contribution-to the field of librarfanship, both.as a Viabl

-

study in itself and,as. a guardagainst oversimplification.

ICrossley, T. 346..



APPENDIX-A

Self..-Sttidy.Guide to Periodical, Book and. Newspaper Indexes

.So far you have learned to find only half of the literature

in.the library* Through use of'the Card Catalog only, one will
overlook the vast amount of information provided in the periodical

literature. One of the. distinguishing features about most serials

is that they consist of a number oLdifferent articles, by differ-

ent authors, most of wh-ith7-are notever'pliblished in book form

pence, some sort of system is needed in order that one might. have

access to these articles.

By the same token, the Card Catalog will not index reviews

to books, essays within books written by several authors on differ7

ent subjects of literature, or bibliographies which-appear in the

context of periodical Articles. Thus, one must be aware of thee

several book indexes which are availe.ble for use..

This4arings Us to the examination of the periodical indexes,

the titles ofwhich appear on the next page. Look at the titles.

Do you recognize any of them? You hopefully will not only recognize

them but be able to use them by the time you have completed this .

study guide. 4

.

'is an ndex?

Generally an index is a publication which. Appears separately

from the publications which it indexes. It is a guide to the

contents of other publications, in this case, periodicals, books,

and newspapers. These indexes appear at regular intervals in

pamphlet form and are usually cumulated anually in book form..

instructions

at the index titles on the next page. Then, begin

by answering question #1 on the following page. lt.iS necessary

for you to continue ahswering the questions in sequence as they

are deSigned to build upon theNprevious'question. You are urged

to continue,at'you own.pace until you have completed the study
guide. ,AfterncompIetiOn of the guide review any parts which you

may'not have completely understood. Good Luck!,

27
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PERIODICAL INDEXES

Poole's Index Ref. 050/P78.

.Nineteenth Century Reader's Guide Ref. 050/R22

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature Ref. 050.22/R22

Education Index Ref: 370/Ed82

International Index Ref. 050/1n84

Social Sciences and Humanities Index'

. Social Scienc&s Index lef. 050/In8

Humanities Index Ref. 050/In8 .

Ref.

Business Periodicals Index. Ref.l. 050/B96

Public. Affairs Information Services Ref. 1 30046/P96
,

A lied Science and Technology Index Ref'. 2 505/A0581
.

Biological and Agricultural Sciences Index Ref. 2 630/Ag83

/

Art Ihdex Ref. 5 700/Ar75

Music Index Ref. 5 780/M973

/

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER INDEXES

New York Times Index Ref.:070V7
Biography Index Ref. 920.0216/B52 -:

.Book Review Digest Ref. 050/B86 I

,Book Review Index Ref. 050/8641 /

Essay and General Literature Index; 8010.16/ES73

,t t



1. Begin by looking at
familiar: Reader's
This is an index to
United States.

ttv

an index with which, you are,Trobably.already
Guide to Periodical Literature.
the popular,. general magazines in the

Look at one of the most recent issues. (pamphlet form in a

green or red binder) What is the full title as it is written°
on the cover?:

2 What does this tell you about its scope?

Its. coverage ?.

According ,to the prefatory note are there/any limitations to
the type of periodicals it indexes? ;.

3.. The prefat(try _pages to Readers Guide contain:
a. a statement of the basis for selection of periodicals to

be. indexed.
b.. list of periodicals indexed
C.. abbreyiations of periodicals' indexed as theyappear_in

the index itself
d. abbreviations and.symbols used:in each index

Can you locate each of theSe sections?

4. Is the periodical, Journal of American Polklore indexed in

Re tier's Guide? (see.'W-above

Why or why not?

5. Who publishes Reader's Guide?

6. Reader's Guide is published every two.weeksand cumulated.-----
quarterly. .

When did it begin publication? (see Volume 1)
!

7. In the Card Catalog, all' author, title, and Subject entries

are included in one alphabet.

Is it the same for 4:eader'S Guide? (see preface to the bound,

volume 32: "Suggestions. fur the Use 9f Reader's Guide")

,

Are there any title entriegat all in Reader' Guide? (see

"Suggestions" Arrangement )\
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X,For what types.of literature does one find title entries ?. (Read

the rest of the page)

9. Are there any cross references ?"

What types?

10. Using vol. 31 of Reader's Guide, (March 1971 - February 1972)
find a citation for an article under the subjeCt heading
RUG PADS,
'What is the title of the article?

In what periodical is this article found?

Is the periodical title abbreviated?
If so, where is the list of abbreviations for periodicals
indexed? (see qUestion # 3)

This article is found in volume 172 of Good H.
,\ It is found on page 6 Of Good H,

It is found in:the February, 1971 issue of, volume 172 of
Good H. ,

11. Sometimes certain abbreviations and symbols are used within
these citations in order to save space.

What do the abbreviations "bibliog," "por," and "il" stand
for?

What does the symbol stand for? (Do you remember where the
list of abbreviatiens are found?)

12. Now, turn to another citation of your own choice. Can you
successfully identify the different parts of the citation?

Copy the information.

title:
author:
periodical:
volume:
pages:
date:
abbreviations and symbols:

You now understand the manner in which articles can be found

in different popular periodicals which are published in the U.S.

As a general rule, after finding the citations on any subject or
author of your own choice in you own research COPY THE CITATION.
Be certain of the bibliographic information by referring. to the pre-
face.
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Now, to find the periodical in the ibrary4 to the 13.. Y. U.
Periodicals and Serials .Catalog*. It is a large, light -blue book
which lieson the index tablesor.on every reference desk. It

contains a list of all the periodicals which the B. Y. U. library

holds. : .It gives the call number, level number and certain other

information. There are four copied of this book on top.of the

_general reference 'desk,

13. :fake the citation you found in # 10. Look up the title of,the
periodical, NOT THE TITLE OF. THE ARTICLE, in its proper'alphabeti-

..

alphabeti-

cal place in the Periodicals and Serials CataloalL

What page. are you on?

14. If yal are.not.on page 327,-do it again. (ALWAYS BE SURE

. TOJECHECK YOUR SPFriaNG)
What is the call number for Good Housekeeping? (directly

4hderneath the title)

With what volume'and at what date did B. Y.- U., begin receiving

this periodical?,-

Are we lacking any volumes?

What level is it found on? (Good Hotg.)

Are any of the .volumes incomplete? (INC) For example, see,

Good Fellowship

Look at the bottom of page of page 327. If you are having

any problems in using this catalog -refer to these directions.

15., Now, look up the periodical of your own choice. (#12)

Is it here at B. Y. U.?

Can you identify the information provided in the Periodicals

and Serials Catalog?

16. Using Reader's'Guide as an example, look next at International

Index and the Social Sciences and Humanities. (Location?

reler to page '2 of the study gui0eY

Remember that Reader's Guide. indexed popular periodicals.

What type of periodicals do these-indexes index?

How can you tell?

'What is the relationship between_; hese two indexes?

;18
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Who is publisher?

From. your experience with Readerls Guide,does this indicate

anything dbout the general format to Be foriowed. in these

indexes?

17. Can you tell what periodicals are indexed in, SoCial Science's

and Humanities Index? How?

Abbreviations?

Statement of selection etc.? (see *3

18. Compared to Reader's Guide, what type, of periodicals are

indexed in these two indexes, scholarly or popular?

What subjects are in the social .sciences? (see the prefatory

note of vol. 27)

The humanities?
fi

19. How is the Social Sciences and Humanities Index arranged?

(author, subject, title?) Readthe prefatory note.
4

20. International Index began publication in 1907. In what year

was its name changed to Social Sciences and Humanities Index?

(See Vol. 19)

21. Look up an article on a subject of your own choke:-

Can you identify the differeht parts to the citation?

Author?
Title of article?
'Title of periodical?
volume?'
date?:
page numbers?

Is it here at the B.Y.U. library? (See the Periodicals and

Serials Catalog.)'
?zi

. s
, t

22. In June, 1974, the Social Sciences and Humanities Index-Split

into two s'eSrate indees.

What are the names of these two-indexes? (See the red and

green binders on the-toP'shelf above the Social Sciences and

0 "...1.$
tro
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4,

Humanities index on- the General Reference index tables.)

The Wilson Company published several other indexes which.are
scholarly and,subject oriented,

Look.at Education index at the General Reference index tables.
:Compare it to the other indexes.

,t1

Does it look faMiliar.

.What subjects are in thist index? Any author entries?.
.(See the ,prefatory nete.) a4N

Who publishes thid index?.

24. There are, indexes in General Reference which index 10th
Century periodicals. iltt...1CtuReaclei"s-Ciaile indexes
periodicals from 1890-1900-.

Pooles Index, a dificult index to use, indexes 19th century
periodicals, 1802-1906. This is all you will need ,to know
about these indexes at this time.

25. Now, go to the first floor to the social science index tables.

.1 .

Look at the later editions of Public Affairs Information
.

Service '(PAIS) This index is limited to thesocial sciences
and finance but.it is very broad in- its coverage. .

How is PATS arranged? (subject, author, Litle?) You need
go no iarther tan the preface to fincrthe answer.

In reading the preface, what forms other than periodicals
are indexed in PAIS?

Are there any foreign materials included in PAIS?

26. Where is the "Key to Abbreviations," the "Key to PeriMical
References," tlfil"Directoryof Publishers and.Organizations,"
and the "List of-Publkcations" feund?

27. Although PAIS is not published by the ialson Company what
.similarities dp you find in arrangement? (What position
in the Column are the subheadings found?)

4

Go behind you on the other side of the table to the-Business
Periodicals, Index.

40
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28. The Business PeriodicallIndex began publication in 1958.
PrioT143TiTiTETTIT,T7TWITT7elndustrial Arts Index

Who published Business Per1SAicalsIndex?

What does this indicate?

29. How is it-arranged?

What.subjectsyare indeXed? (preface?

LOcate a-citation. thethe periodical in the library?
Give the titdend the call number.

r

Thus far we have covered the General Reference indexes, and
the main indexesOnthe first floor. But we:have not sden any
indexes for scienceow.and technology, -Go to the 2nd fllor index

-tables. Locate the Applied 8cienCe\ and,Technoloaialsx and the
Biological and Agricultural index., .

30. Both of these indexes are published by the Wilson CoMpany
and are thus basically the same in formc.t. as the others.

Look at these indexes briefly.
What subjects are indexed in Applied Science and Technology.
Index?

What.subjects are'indexed in-the other?

' (Be able to differentiate between physical sciences and-the,
life sciences.)

v,
Pick a sample topic from

Oone
of these indexes. 'Follow the

same procedure as before.

As yoU.can'see there areimank more indexes and abstracts
in the'Science Reference collectioNL. Drowse these-tables to see-
if any of them might apply to your specific interests.

Now to complete our survey of perUdical indexes, gq.,..to,Level
5 and look at the Art index and the Music Index.f.

31. By whom is M-1 Index published?

How is it arranged?

41
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Are any foreign periodicals inCluded.in this index? (See

the preface.)

Look'at the sample entries under the "explanatory notes"
sectiOn'of the Preface: What does the shh-heading
"reproductions" refer to?

Can you identify the parts to the individual citation in this
index?

(Notice the light blue unbound volumes at the'end of:4the.Art'
Indexes. Theseo.are the uncumulated and most recent issues.
The same type of uncumulated" materials will'apply to the
other indexes. ).

32.. Briefly look at Music Index.'

What do you notice as the main difference. between the appeaf=
ance of citations'in Art Index and Music Index?

Can you still 'identify the different parts of the citation?

. The:next section of the study guide is-shorter and will help
.

you in negotiating thecnewspaper and book indexes. Thebook
indexes are designed to help you locate specific information which
is published within various books of a co.mposite nature. The
book_ review indexes will help youtolocate. reviews which-have
been written on fiction and non-fiction books.

33. The indexes'at which we have looked so far d not corer
newspapers. Look at New York TimeS Index. General Reference)

How many volumes do you find for the 1973 edition of this
index?

34.
/

The preface tells you how to use the New York Times Index.

Afow-is it alphabetized?

How does one find the date, page, and column reference?

That form does this reference take?

.35. Look at vol. lei* the,1673 New York'Times Index.
Find Brigham Young University..
Notice the subject. The title. The date, 'page, and tolumn.',

(directly after thetitle.)

Example: Ag 26, 63:4 August 26, page 63, column 4.

4"
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36. The New York Times Index .has subject access only. It is
a complete newspaper. It records verbatim many of the
President's speeches etc. Very useful for any topic.

37. Another Wilson index which helps one to locate reviews which
others have written on fiction and non-fiction books which are
published within'a certain year, is the Book Review Digest.

Read the prefatory note of a recent volume.

How is this index arranged?: (author,.title, subject?)

The main part.i$ arranged by author. If you knew only the
title, how would you find the reviews?

38. Look at the 1972 volume of Book Review Digest.
Find the author, Harrington; Michael.

What is the title of his work?

How many pages does it have?

What is it' about? (See the brief suLdmary directly below)

In what sources or periodicals do some reviews appear?

Read an excerpt from a review. Notice the title of. the
periodical, the volume, date, etc, immediately after the
excerpt.

39. Does the Book Review Digest'excerpt key quotes from. the
reviews or merely summarize their essence?

40. Look again at the citation in # 38.

In which periodicals are these reviews found? (Name only
three)

Name the volume, date, pages, of one review in a periodical.

Is it in the.B. Y. U. library?

.41. To reiterate:suppose you only knew the title. How would
you find the proper information yodneeded? .
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For your own use, /you may wish 0 -compare Book Review Biro st
with Book Review `Index. (next 'to Book Review Digest on tie

.shelf.) .

You will find quotations n Book Review Index. Ii-

/'
I

42. You may be interested inifinding 'biographical info
that is, information on;:living or deceased people.
Look at Biography Index.

/
7

Who is the publisher?

43. Read the, preface.

I

What types of puhlications are indexed in Biography Index?
(books, periodicals, etc.?

44. Biography Index indexes currently,published magazineS a d
books. Does this mean that only living persons appear
the index? (Martin Luther? Brigham Young ?)

45. AZeader's Guide indexes thesame periodicals as Bio ra
Index; it is also more ,current. But in what way is Bio ra h
Index superior to Reader's Guide? (See °# 43, and # 44.

46'4,- Look at a few citations in Biography. Index.

Is the form familiar?

How does a periodical citation differ from a book citation
(Look at vo1..9, page 369. See Joseph; 1840-1904. Islz \

Perce Chief, for a sample of a book citation.)

47. To locate a periocal one would look in the B.Y.U. Periodicals

and Serials Catalog. How do you find a book?

48. .Now, the Essay andCleneral Literature Index is an author. and
-subject index published by H. 14., Wilson Co. It is an index
to esshys.and works of a composite nature. Authors of every

age and nationality are included, although only 20th century

books are indexed.

Read the preface.

49. Ho* is it arranged?

44
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What Sub-headings are used under 'each agthor's name?
(About & About Intividual Works.)

50. 'Look at a citation under Ernest Hemingway.

Can you identify the author of the essay?

title Of the essay?

author of the book In which the essay
is found?

the.book In which the essay iS found?

the, 'pages on which the essay is found
within the, book?

51. Find the "List of books indexed" in the back of EGLI.
(Essay-and General Literature Index)

38

What information is available there that is not found in the

regular citation?
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Summary

As you worked in sequence through each section of this study
guide you have learned the following.

1. Reader's Guide can be used as a prototype for other
indexes to periodical, literature. If you know Reader's
Guide you will know how to use the other indexes.

2. One must ALWAYS read the preface to learn about tke use of
a particular index.

3. Reader's Guide indeXes popular, genefal periodicals.
The other indexes are more scholarly and discipline
oriented.

4. One needs to learn the subjects which are indexed in
each index.

5. The New York Times Index is the best index far newspapers.
If one earns to use it, he can use .the London Times
Index as well.

6.2 The Book Review Digest leads one to reviews on fiction.
and non-fiction. It gives key quotes.

Biography In can be used for biographical information,
It indexes both books and periodicalp.

8. EGLI is important to locate specific essays compiled in
book form.branother author.

9. Finally, the B.Y.U. Periodicals and Serials Catalog lists
all periodical holdings,.ih alphabetical order, in the

,B.Y.U. Lee Library.



APPENDIX B

Post -Test

1. Which one is not.a Wilson Index?

a. Reader's Guide
b. Biography Index
c. PAIS
d. Applied Science And TeChnology Index

2. Indexes books and periodicals

x. Biography Index
b. Reader's Guide
c. Social Sciences and qumanities.
d. New York Times Index

Index

3. BOok Review Digest

a. lists authors only
b. gives key quotes of reviews
c. has a subject and title index
d. all of the above
e. b & e of the above
f. none of the above

4. Social Seiences.and.Humanities Index

a. used to be Industrial/Arts Index
b. indexos popular periodicals
c. reT4aced International Index
d. indexes the physical sciences

5. Indexes short stories that. appear in magazines, by title.

a. Library..4iterature
b. Music Index.
c. New York Times Index
d. Biography Index
e. Reader's (-glide

40
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Match the topics by marking the letter of the appropriate index
on the answer sheet:

a. Applied Science and Technology Index
b. Business Periodicals Index
c: Biological and Agricultural'Index
41. Education Index
e. Biography Index
f. Art Index
g. EGLI,
h. Reader's Guide
i. International Index
j. Social Sedences and Bumanities Index
a. New York:Times Index
b. Book Review Digest
c. .

d. Poole's Index

6. An article about the artist Picasso

7. An article dealing with 1974 business trends

8. Author of a scholarly magazine article on the author Charles
, Dickens published in 1935

9. /Author of an Essay written about Charles Dickens 4
/,

10. NeWspaper account,of F.D.R.'s third election to the presidency.

1I. An article in a popUlar magazine on drugs.

12. The "Absurdity of Specialiiation," an article about the
advantages of a general, education.

13. The author of an article on nuclear science.

14. Article on the life of David O. McKay (Not in Reader's Guide)

15. information of the U. S. Government and its relations with
Europe.

16. Review of.Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the 'Cuckoo's Nest.

17:' Article on the war of 1812 written at the time of the war.

18.0, In using oneof the periodical indexes you find in one citation
the abbreviation J. Am. Folk. As a s illful researcher,
to decipher the riddle you would cons It:

a. a dictionary
b. prefatory pages of the index
c. an abbreviations dictionary
d. Periodicals and Serials Catalog
e. None of the above

.48



.19. The'symbol in a periodlal index citation means:

'a. look further for the corilect'citation.

b. stop 'here and -go no farther

c. -the pages are missing. in this issue .

the article is continued'on) further,pages in the Magazine.

e.'.ndne of the above

20. The Periodicals and Serials Catalog

a. a periodical index
'b. a, master, list of locations and bolding Cfthe periodical

collections 1.--\

c. an alphabetical list of all items in the card catalog

`d. a master list- of periodical articles by subject and author

,e, a catalog for ordering and 'purchasing periodicals .

Questions 21-30 are to be marked either True or False (T or F; 1 or 2)

21. New 'York Times-Index is-the'only newspaper index

22. Education Index is a Yilson Publication
a

Biography\Index is limited to biographical material. from

periodicals:

24. Poole's Index .covers magazipes of the 19th century

25. Reader's Guide ihdexes'scholarly periodicals

26% A list,of.periodicalS indexed will be found in the front

of most periodical indexes.

27. The abbreviation INC in the Periodicals an- d Serialg Catalog

stands for "including"

. The- Periodicals and Serials Catalog tells you the location

of a 'periodical
1

) '

29. International-Index changed its name in 1965 to Art Index

The following 4,s a sample citation from. Reader's Guide, Mark the

appropriate letter questions 31-37.

30. PAIS indexes government documents

EDUCATION
A -Your Teen-Ager and his education.- R. H. Roach. - B

C D -Sr. Schol. E - 46:6S-70 -oF Ja '68 = G

31. Date
32. Title of the article
33. Volume

34, Pages
35. Periodical
36. Illustrated

. 49

37. Author



The following is a sample citation from New York 'mes Index.
Follow the same procedure as before.

A - BONIN ISLANDS _

B - Residents reaction to pending-return Of islands to
'Japan mixed. C -'S 6, D - 49: EH 3 (S 6, 49:3)

38.' Subject
39. Page
40.. Date
41. Title
42.. Column

The following 'is a sample Citation-from the. Periodicals and
Serials Catalog

American Potato Journal
635.2105 Am35' Level 2
vol.. 15 - 1938 -

INC: v. 15, 2q
Lack: ,v.' 34-36

-43. T - F
The library still'receives this periodical

44. T - F
Volumes 15 and 20 are complete'ip-the library's holdings

45. T- F -

This journal is found in the science reference collection
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